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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/22/14  

FUNDAMENTALS HAVE SHIFTED SLIGHTLY IN FAVOR OF THE BEAR 
CAMP TODAY  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -1.30, SILVER -0.50, PLATINUM -0.70  
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,239.50, -$8.25 from prior AM Fix. LME Copper Stocks 
327,250 tons -2,300 tons. 
Gold Stocks 7.812 million ounces +3,054, Silver Stocks 177.114 million ounces 
+4,309  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mixed in overnight action, with a strong 
showing in China and slight weakness in the US. Gains in China come in the wake of their Central Banks' 
commitment to keep money markets stable ahead of next week's Lunar New Year Holiday, and that was a factor 
lifting short-term sentiment. The Bank of Japan kept their current monetary policy unchanged and maintained their 
economic assessments, which helped the Nikkei finish fractionally higher. There were a couple of positives during 
the early European trade, coming from a larger than expected drop in UK unemployment and stronger than 
expected tech-sector earnings from ASML Holdings. Equity markets also benefit from the idea of improving global 
growth, highlighted by the IMF in yesterday's session. The US economic calendar is rather quiet this morning and 
heavy snow fall in the Northeast could keep today's equity market trade a bit thinner.  
 
GOLD 
GOLD MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: The precious metals markets started the week out higher during the Asian 
session on Tuesday, but prices went downhill going into the Tuesday morning US opening, as the bulls came 
away from the first US trading session of the week, with a classic technical reversal on the charts and fresh 
concerns of additional tapering from next week's FOMC meeting. Yesterday's trading range in February Gold was 
bigger than the average of the previous 5 sessions, and a positive technical signal for gold's short-term trend was 
given on a close above its two-week moving average. However, gold was probably undermined by word that 
some South African mining companies were offering striking workers 7% and 8% wage increases. While the 
AMCU mineworkers union has demanded significantly higher wage gains, than the recent offers from the mining 
companies, company officials have gone on the attack to suggest that the unions have promised wage increases 
that are not economically possible. In another potentially negative twist overnight, there appears to be a fracturing 
of the AMCU and that might suggest some miners recognize the precarious financial position of the mining 
companies. Given the chorus of claims that further wage gains will result in a halt of exploration and capital 
expenditures, we think the odds of a wage deal are on the rise and that might have contributed to the reversal of 
the last 36 hours. Seeing GLD holdings unchanged overnight also doesn't help the bull case. Other traders 
suggest that the reversal action in gold was primarily the result of another round of US tapering talk in the wake of 
hawkish comments from two Fed members late last week, but seeing overtly soft corporate sales guidance from 
several "blue chip" US companies yesterday, seemed to usher in a reversal in the Dollar and modest bounce in 



gold prices. Therefore gold prices are ebbing and flowing from the tapering/no tapering angle again but the report 
schedule today is limited to private chain store sales and a mortgage application survey. Comex Gold Stocks 
were 7.812 million ounces up 3,054 ounces. Traders that got long gold on the setback to $1,237.60 yesterday on 
our suggestion should scramble out for a minor profit this morning as there are signs of a partial wage deal in 
South Africa, GLD holdings were unchanged last night and the trade is likely to fear another round of tapering 
from the Fed for the coming 5 to 7 trading sessions! Those that sold a March Gold $1,275 call and bought an April 
Gold $1,270 call for $10.00. Should look for an objective on the short March gold call of $2.00, which means we 
expect to see a near term retrenchment of gold prices and we also expect to see time decay hammer the March 
$1,275 calls. Pushed into the market we favor the bear tilt today, but there might be a chance to sell a slight 
bounce, if weekly chain store sales come in soft. Near term downside targeting is seen down at $1,221.  
 
SILVER  
SILVER MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: The silver market saw a massive trading range on Tuesday, with pressure 
on silver at times coming from fresh fears of US tapering at next week's FOMC meeting. At other times, silver was 
under pressure because of noted weakness in gold and/or strength in the Dollar. It is also possible that silver was 
indirectly undermined by talk of the give and take of wage negotiations in the South African platinum mining 
sector. It is also possible that silver saw some knock-on selling from noted weakness in copper prices and it is 
possible that more weakness in equities will be seen as a negative influence for silver prices. In any regard, it 
does seem as if silver is back under the influence of weak price action in gold, and therefore a retrenchment back 
towards the early January lows, might be possible, unless both GLD and SLV ETF holdings provide a cushion 
with inflows of investment later this week. From a shorter term perspective, silver saw a lower open and further 
selling activity through the balance of yesterday's session and that offers the bears the upper hand into the action 
today. Like gold, silver might see a minor bounce in the face of weekly chain store sales, as gold and silver prices 
are seemingly tracking the ebb and flow of tapering/no tapering prospects from the US Fed next week. Comex 
Silver Stocks were 177.114 million ounces up 4,309. Comex Silver Stocks are at the highest levels since 
06/15/1997. Yesterday we suggested that traders sell 1 March Silver $20.50 call and buy 1 April Silver $20.50 call 
for a net premium of 25 cents. Traders should have sold the March Silver $20.50 call for around 35 to 45 cents, 
use an objective on that position down at 15 cents as time decay and a setback in prices should take value out of 
that call quickly directly ahead. Near-term support in March silver is seen down at $19.65 and then again down at 
$19.54. Those looking to trade silver futures, should at least wait for a dip down to $19.65 but we also can't rule 
out a return to $19.31 if the trade manages to fan the tapering argument all the way into next week's FOMC 
meeting. To put the bull camp back in control, might require a rally back above $20.26 or it might require a 
developing pattern of SLV ETF inflows.  
 
 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (FEB) 01/22/2014: Studies are showing positive momentum but are now in overbought territory, 
so some caution is warranted. A positive signal for trend short-term was given on a close over the 9-bar moving 
average. The daily closing price reversal down is a negative indicator for prices. The market's close below the 1st 
swing support number suggests a moderately negative setup for today. The next upside objective is 1271.8. The 
next area of resistance is around 1254.7 and 1271.8, while 1st support hits today at 1227.9 and below there at 
1218.1. 
 
COMEX SILVER (MAR) 01/22/2014: A bearish signal was triggered on a crossover down in the daily stochastics. 
Daily stochastics turning lower from overbought levels is bearish and will tend to reinforce a downside break 
especially if near term support is penetrated. The close below the 18-day moving average is an indication the 
intermediate-term trend has turned down. A negative signal was given by the outside day down. The market's 
close below the 1st swing support number suggests a moderately negative setup for today. The next downside 
objective is now at 1919.5. Short-term indicators on the defensive. Consider selling an intraday bounce. The next 
area of resistance is around 2029.5 and 2075.5, while 1st support hits today at 1951.5 and below there at 1919.5. 
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